
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT,
IN AND FOR MIAMl DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA

Case No.: 9033 ~OIL q 2 61" FC'OV
 

 Division:
KATHARINA MAZEPA

Petitioner, $22:5and W

LISA MACCALLUM HOCHSTEIN
Respondent.

ADDENDUM TO PETITION FOR INIUNCTION FOR PROTECTION AGAINST 2(3)

 

STALKING
FACTS AND EVIDENCE GIVING RISE TO THE PETITION FOR INJUNCTION FOR PROTECTION AGAINST

STALKING

1) In or about May 2022, Katharina Mazepa ("KM ) began dating Dr. Leonard Hochstein.

2) Prior to KM and Dr. Hochstein dating, both KM and Dr. Hochstein had begun divorce

proceedings concerning their respective spouses.

3) Subsequent to Dr. Hochstein initiating divorce proceedings against his spouse, Lisa

Maccallum Hochstein ( LMH"), and subsequent to Dr. Hochstein having his first "date with KM, LMH

began making threatening phone calls to KM, creating fake social media accounts and posting

threatening and false statements to and about KM, publicly online.

4) The phone call made directly by LMH to KM and the threatening statements include but

are not limited to the following:

1) You are going to pay,

2) You don t you know who I am,

3) i am going to destroy you,

4) You home wrecking whore,



5) You don t know who i am, i have a TV show and I am going to destroy you

5) In addition, LMH threatened to have KM deported, despite KM having proper and legal

documentation to be here in the United States with her ten (10) year green card. LMH also threatened

to KM to use her participation in the Bravo Series, The Real Housewives of Miami as a stage to further

LMH s campaign of harassment, threats, defamation and bullying of KM through the TV show. All with

the willful and malicious intent to destroy the public image of KM and stalk and harass KM as

threatened directly by LMH to KM on the phone call and messages.

6) LMH did not stop at phone calls to KM and has and continues to cyberstalk and bully KM

online. LMH has gone so far as to create fake lnstagram accounts to further her campaign of

harassment, cyberstalking, bullying and defamation to carry out her threats to destroy the public image

and harass KM.

7) There are several accounts upon information and belief which belong to LMH and

through this petition KM will be obtaining additional proof through records from Instagram to further

substantiate they belong to LMH. FN1.

8) In fact, one account which all of a sudden after divorce proceedings and after KM and

Dr. Hochstein began dating, began cyberstalking KM and harassing and defaming KM under the

Instagram handle kellyalevaOZl" which has been confirmed to be LMH as can be seen by the

associated information with the account. See Exhibit B.

9) Exhibit B recovery information for the Kellyalexa2021 account includes information

which KM and Dr. Hochstein can verify is the phone number of LMH.

 

1 It is no coincidence that after Dr. Hochstein les for divorce from LMH and then KM begins dating Dr. Hochstein,
accounts that have never interacted with KM all of sudden appear with threatening messages of hate as outlined
herein and to destroy KM and her public image.



10) Moreover, as can be seen by the comments and posts of KellyalevaOZl" attached

hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit A, this person who upon information and belief is LMH, states:

a. Home wrecker out with married men. Trying to destroy a family? You
should stop lying to immigration.

b. Soulless trying to get a married man with 2 young children. Pure evil.
Soon everyone will know.

c. ...destroy families with young children involved

d. if you think you re getting dragged now just wait you've seen nothing
yet.

e. KM is lying to immigration and there will be reports to immigration
about lies made, and got married only to get a green card.

11) The above false statements and threats are just a small example of what KM has been

enduring from LMH. There are multiple other accounts along with other direct messages (DM s) which

will be shown at trial. These other messages also, threaten deportation, calling immigration, and other

threats of harm. Moreover, LMH has been creating other fake Instagram accounts and commenting on

her own posts using other accounts to spread false information about Petitioner and to further LMH s

smear campaign in her efforts to further harass, stalk and cause harm to Petitioner and her

reputation.

12) It is important to note during the process of preparing this petition, pleadings were filed

in the divorce proceeding Hochstein v. Hochstein which indicated knowledge of the kellyalexa"

account. Suddenly it is now tony2345610" posting the false, defamatory, harassing messages to and

about KM. (See Exhibit C). The recovery information for this new account is the same as the kellyalexa

account. This is all a clear pattern of stalking.

13) In addition, On May 7, 2022 LMH knowing that Dr. Hochstein and KM would be in a

certain location out for socializing on Miami Beach, intentionally went to that location and caused a



scene in public by screaming and yelling at both Dr. Hochstein and KM, publicly stalking and harassing

them both, using vulgar language and threats of violence and harm towards KM. KM was forced to leave

the location in order to avoid the continued harassment and threats of violence. FN2.

14) Moreover, in LMH pleadings filed in the divorce proceedings with Dr. Hochstein, LMH

makes false allegations the husband has exposed the minor children to his presumed girlfriend [KM]

which is detrimental to the best interest of the minor children . LMH further alleges in her pleadings,

the husbands girlfriend, upon information and belief, has acted and continues to act in a manner that

would be seen as injurious by this Honorable Court to the minor children should she have any contact or

access with the minor children at this time." LMH s pleading then goes on to request the Court to

impose certain safeguards and parameters on the Husbands timesharing.

15) LMH statements are nothing more than lies which amount to perjury given they are

made in a verified pleading. LMH well knows KM has never met Dr. Hochstein s children nor ever been

exposed to Dr. Hochstein s children.

16) LMH s statements are nothing more than her continued attempt to smear the good

name and reputation of KM and carry out her threats against KM as LMH states in her own words.... if

you think you re getting dragged now just wait you ve seen nothing yet." Moreover, LMH s statements

are further intended to disrupt and prevent Dr. Hochstein from having equal and proper timesharing

with his children. In essence, LMH is using her children as part of her harassment and stalking scheme

which should not be tolerated by any Court.

17) LMH is using her own children as a "weapon against Dr. Hochstein and to try and

prevent the husband from having equal and quality timesharing through these false allegations is

completely inappropriate. LMH should be directed by the Court to cease and desist from conducting
 
2 This event was widely reported in many tabloids and newspapers.( https://www.realitytea.com/2022/O5/12/1isa
hochstein lennv-club woman/ ; https://screenrant.com/rhom-lisa-lennv nightclub- ght-breakup-rumors/)
 



herself in such manner.

18) As a result of the actions of LMH, KM has and continues to endure emotional distress

from the stalking, harassment, cyberbullying and overall actions of LMH.

19) Furthermore, LMH has gone on a publicity campaign to further her efforts to harass,

stalk and smear the good name and reputation of KM and to destroy" KM. Specifically, LMH has

publically stated she was blindsided by the divorce and that KM is homewrecker" and was in relations

with Dr. Hochstein prior to any discussions of divorce between LMH and Dr. Hochstein, all of which is

false. These statements are made with the intent to cast KM in a false light and to further harass,

defame KM and her reputation. LMH well knew and had discussions with Dr. Hochstein prior to KM and

Dr. Hochstein dating that they were going to get divorced but were going to wait until after the filming

of the Housewives show to announce it. However, LMH went against that agreement and decided to

create a public spectacle on May 7, 2022 as described more fully above.

20) To further exemplify that LMH s comments of her being blindsided by the divorce

proceedings and KM being a homewrecker" are false, Exhibit A contains a screenshot of LMH

commenting to KM on Instagram using LMH s fake account which is dated May 1, 2022, calling KM

soulless trying to get a married man with 2 young children. Pure Evil. Soon everyone will know. How is

that LMH could make such a comment on May 1, 2022 when the divorce proceeding was filed thereafter

by almost three (3) weeks? LMH could not have been blindsided because as per Dr. Hochstein s public

comments, LMH and Dr. Hochstein had been sleeping in different bedrooms for months and living

separate lives for months. To the point, KM could not be a home-wrecker when LMH and Dr.

Hochstein were already separated having nothing to do with KM. LMH once again, lies and it is blatant

and provable by her own actions.

21) All of this was done with the intent and purpose to further LMH s goal of stalking,



harassing and destroying" KM s and her reputation without any merit or justification. As such, the

instant Petition For Injunction For Protection Against Stalking is being filed.
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